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Essential EU Climate Law 

Author: Edwin Woerdman 

Publisher: Edward Elgar, 2021 

ISBN: 978 1 78897 129 4 

This thoroughly revised second edition provides an up-to-date account of essential EU cli-
mate mitigation law, analyzing an area that remains one of the most dynamic areas of EU 
law. Special attention is paid to the energy sector and to the impact of climate law on 
broader legal issues, such as energy network regulation and human rights. More Details… 

 

 

 

Criminal Investigation - Vantage Digital Option 

Author: Steven G. Brandl 

Publisher: Sage Publication, 2021 

ISBN: 9781071821367 

Criminal Investigation, Fifth Edition offers a comprehensive and engaging examination of 
the criminal investigation process and the vital role criminal evidence plays. Written in a 
straightforward manner, the text focuses on the five critical areas essential to understand-
ing criminal investigations: background and contextual issues, criminal evidence, legal pro-
cedures, evidence collection procedures, and forensic science. In the new edition of this 
bestseller, author Steve Brandl goes beyond a simple how-to on investigative procedures 
and draws from fascinating modern research, actual investigative cases, and real crime 
scene photos to give students practical insights into the field of criminal investigation today. 
More Details… 

 

 

 

A Rude Life: The Memoir 

Author: Vir Sanghvi 

Publisher: Penguin, 2021 

ISBN: 978-0670095391 

Vir Sanghvi's has been an interesting life - one that took him to Oxford, movie and political 
journalism, television and magazines - and he depicts it with the silky polish his readers 
expect of him. In A Rude Life, he turns his dispassionate observer's gaze on himself, and in 
taut prose tells us about all that he's experienced, and nothing more for he's still a private 
man. He unhurriedly recounts memories from his childhood and college years, moving on 
to give us an understanding of how he wrote his biggest stories, while giving us an insider's 
view into the politics and glamour of that time. More Details… 
 

https://www.e-elgar.com/shop/gbp/essential-eu-climate-law-9781788971294.html
https://us.sagepub.com/en-us/nam/author/steven-g-brandl
https://us.sagepub.com/en-us/nam/criminal-investigation-vantage-digital-option/book275124#description
https://www.amazon.in/Rude-Life-Memoir-Vir-Sanghvi/dp/0670095397/ref=zg_bsnr_books_6?_encoding=UTF8&psc=1&refRID=126XQMY03JH3ECAD2V62
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Introduction to Forensic Psychology: Research and 
Application 

Author: Curt R. Bartol 

Publisher: Sage Publication, 2021 

ISBN: 9781071815342 

Introduction to Forensic Psychology: Research and Application, Sixth Edition demonstrates 
how to analyze psychological knowledge and research findings and apply these findings to 
the civil and criminal justice systems. Focusing on research-based forensic practice and 
practical application, the authors use real-life examples and case law discussions to define 
and explore forensic psychology. Students are introduced to emerging specializations 
within forensic psychology, including investigative psychology, family forensic psychology, 
and police and public safety psychology. Research related to bias, diversity, and discrimina-
tion is included throughout the text to give students a multicultural perspective that is crit-
ical to the successful practice of forensic psychology. More Details… 

 

 

 

Advanced Introduction to Law and Renewable Energy 

Author: Joel B. Eisen 

Publisher: Edward Elgar, 2021 

ISBN: 978 1 78990 688 2 

This clear and concise book provides an overview of how laws and policies around the 
world are designed to support and accelerate the growth of renewable energy. Throughout, 
Professor Eisen focuses on how national and sub-national governments have responded to 
the revolutionary transformation of the world’s energy system by developing and imple-
menting support programs for renewable energy. More Details… 

 

 

Advancement of Human Rights in India: Contemporary 
and Emerging Challenges 

Author: Debarati Halder 

Publisher: Sage Publishing, 2021 

ISBN: 9789353887872 

Human rights, despite being prone to serious obstacles, have garnered immense attention 
in the recent years. This book is an authoritative study of the recent trends and challenges 
of human rights in India, focusing on the advancement of judicial activism and gross viola-
tions of these rights by the government and private stakeholders. 
Covering a wide range of topics, Advancement of Human Rights in India: Contemporary and 
Emerging Challenges features critical discussions on the legal rights of women, children, 
forest tribes, disabled individuals, prisoners and other socially disadvantaged groups whose 
welfare is heavily neglected, and thus, needs urgent attention. This book also addresses 
contemporary debates on consular access, privacy, paternity leave and food security, 
among others. This book acknowledges progress in the fight for human rights and also pre-
sents possible solutions to the many difficulties that lie ahead.  More Details… 

 

https://us.sagepub.com/en-us/nam/author/curt-r-bartol
https://us.sagepub.com/en-us/nam/introduction-to-forensic-psychology/book270194
https://www.e-elgar.com/shop/gbp/advanced-introduction-to-law-and-renewable-energy-9781789906882.html
https://us.sagepub.com/en-us/nam/author/debarati-halder
https://us.sagepub.com/en-us/nam/advancement-of-human-rights-in-india/book278483
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Humankind: A Hopeful History 

Author: Rutger Bregman 

Publisher: Bloomsbury Publishing, 2021 

ISBN: 978-1526640734 

It's a belief that unites the left and right, psychologists and philosophers, writers and histo-
rians. It drives the headlines that surround us and the laws that touch our lives. From Mach-
iavelli to Hobbes, Freud to Dawkins, the roots of this belief have sunk deep into Western 
thought. Human beings, we're taught, are by nature selfish and governed by self-interest. 
More Details… 

 

 
 

 
 
 

Intellectual Property, Free Trade Agreements and the 
United Kingdom: The Continuing Influence of European 
Union Law 
 

Author: Phillip Johnson 

Publisher: Edward Elgar, 2021 

ISBN: 978 1 80088 821 0 

Examining how trade agreements are interpreted both in trade tribunals and in the United 
Kingdom, this innovative book provides a well-rounded exploration of the numerous UK 
free trade agreements, including the UK–EU Trade and Cooperation Agreement, and their 
legal and policy implications for intellectual property. 
Providing a detailed assessment of the continuing role of EU standards in the UK, Phillip 
Johnson highlights how the UK has played an active role in shaping EU intellectual property 
law and policy. He explores the extent to which the UK’s “new” trade agreements are tied 
to existing EU law and how this will preserve those standards in the UK, and how this might 
be received both nationally and globally. An extensive range of critical issues is covered, 
including copyright, patents, designs, trademarks, border control and technology transfer 
as well as featuring a calendar of EU laws which are replicated in the UK’s current free trade 
agreements. More Details… 

 

 

 
 
 

Educational Equity: Pathways to Success 
 

Author: Christopher Chapman 

Publisher: Routledge, 2021 

ISBN: 9780367652067 

Focusing on what can be done to promote equity within education systems, what the bar-
riers to progress are and how these barriers might be overcome, this book provides de-
tailed examples of strategies that have proved to be effective in addressing this challenge. 
Built on the work of the authors over the last three decades, the book presents an approach 
to educational change that will be relevant to different countries. The authors argue that 
there is untapped potential for promoting progress towards greater equity within schools 
and the communities they serve. They also show how this potential can be mobilized by 
using forms of collaborative action research to stimulate the development of more inclu-
sive ways of working. More Details… 

https://www.amazon.in/Humankind-Hopeful-History-Rutger-Bregman/dp/1526640732/ref=zg_bsnr_1318176031_29?_encoding=UTF8&psc=1&refRID=4V5H1YZ93JEEZEKQW6G8
https://www.e-elgar.com/shop/gbp/intellectual-property-free-trade-agreements-and-the-united-kingdom-9781800888210.html
https://www.routledge.com/search?author=Christopher%20Chapman
https://www.routledge.com/Educational-Equity-Pathways-to-Success/Chapman-Ainscow/p/book/9780367652067
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India that is Bharat: Coloniality, Civilization, Constitution 
 

Author: J Sai Deepak 

Publisher: Bloomsbury India, 2021 

ISBN: 978-9354352492 

India, That Is Bharat, the first book of a comprehensive trilogy, explores the influence of 
European 'colonial consciousness' (or 'coloniality'), in particular its religious and racial 
roots, on Bharat as the successor state to the Indic civilization and the origins of the Indian 
Constitution. It lays the foundation for its sequels by covering the period between the Age 
of Discovery, marked by Christopher Columbus' expedition in 1492, and the reshaping of 
Bharat through a British-made constitution-the Government of India Act of 1919. This 
includes international developments leading to the founding of the League of Nations by 
Western powers that tangibly impacted this journey. More Details… 

 

 

 

 
 
 

How Spies Think: Ten Lessons in Intelligence 

Author: David Omand 

Publisher:  Penguin, 2021 

ISBN:  978-0241385197 

From the former director of GCHQ, Professor Sir David Omand, learn the methodology used 
by British intelligence agencies to reach judgements, establish the right level of confidence 
and act decisively. Full of revealing examples from a storied career, including key briefings 
with Prime Ministers and strategies used in conflicts from the Cold War to the present, in 
How Spies Think Professor Omand arms us with the tools to sort fact from fiction, and 
shows us how to use real intelligence every day. More Details... 

 

https://www.amazon.in/India-that-Bharat-Civilisation-Constitution/dp/9354352499/ref=zg_bsnr_books_14?_encoding=UTF8&psc=1&refRID=ETV9XGJT1HZMD3NABWJ8
https://www.amazon.in/How-Spies-Think-Lessons-Intelligence/dp/0241385199/ref=zg_bsnr_1318176031_12?_encoding=UTF8&psc=1&refRID=67D536H69VT5B6GQW8T4

